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Abstract
It is well known that under nominal money supply rules accomplished through lump
sum transfers, non-uniqueness and non-optimality of the resource allocation often
obtains in monetary models. We show that uniqueness and optimality of the resource
allocation obtains if the monetary authority conducts Friedman's rule through open
market operations. Our result necessitates and we provide a clari"cation of existing
irrelevance theorems for open market operations. Our result also provides a partial
resolution of the uniqueness-e$ciency con#ict of nominal money supply rules raised by
Woodford (Economic Theory 4 (1994) 345}380).  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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Monetary policy determines the composition of the government's portfolio.
This fact has been underemphasized in the study of nominal money supply rules.
Early work on equilibrium monetary models, such as Brock (1974, 1975) and
Lucas and Stokey (1983, 1987), studied monetary policies of the k-percent rule
recommended by Milton Friedman. In these models, changes in the money
stock are accomplished through nominal lump sum transfers. Subsequently,
researchers, including Gray (1984), Matsuyama (1990, 1991), Obstfeld and
Rogo! (1983, 1986), Obstfeld (1984), Woodford (1994), show, in both cash-inadvance and money-in-the-utility function models, that nominal money supply
rules under lump sum taxes can imply multiple equilibria. Often, there are
important di!erences in welfare across equilibria. If monetary policy determines
the composition of the government's portfolio, then the emphasis given to lump
sum injections may be misplaced.
This paper provides conditions under which the properties of equilibria
depend upon whether nominal money supply rules are accomplished through
open market operations or nominal transfers. If the monetary authority adopts
Friedman's rule through open market operations, the resource allocation in
every equilibrium is unique and pareto optimal. This is not true if Friedman's
rule is adopted using nominal transfers. Our result necessitates a clari"cation
of existing irrelevance theorems for open market operations, which we will
provide.
Our paper also addresses whether or not there is a con#ict between optimality
and uniqueness of equilibrium under nominal money supply rules. Woodford
(1994) presents a detailed characterization of the equilibrium properties of the
Lucas-Stokey (1983,1987) model under nominal money supply rules accomplished through nominal transfers. For this rule, Woodford "nds the potential for
both nominal indeterminacy, where the resource allocation is uniquely pinned
down, but the nominal price sequence is indeterminate, and real indeterminacy,
where the resource allocation (as well as the nominal price sequence) varies
across equilibria. Woodford goes on to show that su$cient conditions for
equilibrium uniqueness require the government to choose a high money growth
rate. A high money growth rate, however, leads to an ine$cient outcome since
agents attempting to economize on cash balances hold a socially suboptimal
amount of the cash good. Money supply rules accomplished through lump sum
taxes, therefore, may lead to a con#ict between attempting to create high welfare
for agents, by adopting a negative growth rate of money, and guaranteeing
equilibrium uniqueness, by adopting a high, positive money growth rate. Our
optimality and uniqueness result o!ers a partial solution to this con#ict.
 An example of real indeterminacy is a self-full"ling in#ation where real balances approach zero
asymptotically. Obstfeld and Rogo! (1983), for example, consider this type of equilibria.
 The nominal price level remains indeterminate under the policy developed here; therefore, ours is
a partial resolution of Woodford's con#ict.

